Makeup artist education

Makeup artist
education
Are you dreaming of becoming a
professional makeup artist, and do you
want to work within the beauty industry,
with the possibility of working with
fashion, film, show-and theatre makeup?
Then Art of Style and Makeup is the
school for you!!
At Art of Style and Makeup you will learn
the wide variety of techniques you have
to master to become a professional
makeup artist. You will get to experience
life behind the scenes of the industry and
get the opportunity to live out your
dreams in this exciting, colourful and
creative profession.

It is very important to us at Art of
Style and Makeup that you receive an
education that is wide reaching and
where you will obtain a large amount
of information while simultaneously
having the time to focus on basic
techniques.
At Art of Style and Makeup you will
not only learn how to do beauty
makeup, but also how to act in a
professional setting and how to brand
yourself in your further career.
Our modules include but are not
limited to: Advanced Makeup Theory,
Face paint, Fake Tattoo, Avant-garde,
Show makeup, Theatre Makeup, Drag
makeup, Bodypainting, Classical
Theatre Characters, Halloween and
movie SFX.

You will begin by being introduced to the
foundational knowledge behind different
skin types, contouring and colour theory
as well as product knowledge to help
you master the art and endless creativity
of beauty makeups.
You will learn to apply everything from
natural “no makeup” makeup to the
large and creative gala and showmakeups for events where the makeups
are extravagant and powerful.
Furthermore you will learn the
techniques used in photo-shoots,
advertisements, Instagram makeup, and
the latest trendy makeup.

In a film, if you see an arm that has
been torn off or a wound from a gun
shot it is the makeup artists’ job to
construct and apply the bloody
wounds or ripped off body parts.As
well in our makeup artist education,
you will learn to do realistic-looking
fake tattoos.
The full education containing all 6
modules will teach you to become the
highly skilled and competent makeup
artist you dream of becoming, and
who is ready to take on any job within
the industry.
After each module you will be tested
and these tests will offer you a
valuable insight into what to practise
in your own time - both for you to
become even better at your craft, and
to prepare you for the final written
and a practical exam. When you have
passed the final exam, you will
receive an international diploma in
English and you will be able to call
yourself a trained makeup artist ready to take on the industry!

Art of Style and Makeup will take you
through the ages and teach you the
makeup of different style icons known
from film and history. If your dream is to
do movie makeup, it is essential to
understand as well as have the skill to
do proper historical makeup, so to do
movies like The Great Gatsby or Titanic.
With us you have the opportunity to
choose either a singular module or
participate in our full educational
programme containing all 6 modules
which will conclude in a final exam. The
full course will enable you and provide
you the skills of all types of makeup so
you can take any job within this exciting
industry.

.

MODULE 1

Beauty Makeup

In this first module you will learn everything worth knowing about Beauty makeup.
You will obtain the basic knowledge of the different skin types and learn how to
apply a flawless base of long-lasting makeup.
You will learn how to use each kind of makeup tool as well as how a makeup artist
corrects and make a face appear more harmonious by using the practises of colour
theory on highlighting and shading the face.
Makeup is both classic and trend-based. You must master the different techniques
and skills that are required to be able to create all types of makeup from a natural
“no make up” makeup to the extravagant makeups.
We will start by teaching you how to properly prepare the skin in order for the
makeup to become beautiful, uniform and long lasting.
o Natural make-up - focus on creating a healthy

o Cutcrease – a sharp eye make-up "cut"
slightly above the globe line, but follows the

and natural look

shape of the eye like a wing

o Day make-up – light and beautifying the
models’ own features

o Senior make-up - make-up for mature-

o Application of false, single and full lashes

looking skin. In this segment we invite

o Business makeup- a sophisticated look with a

"mature" women to join us.

mixture of light evening makeup and/or an

o Here you’ll work on real "mature" women.

intense day makeup

o Photo makeup - color and black/white

o Evening make-up - stronger colors and

o Men's make-up / Grooming - for TV and film
among other medias.

beautiful blending that must be visible in evening
lighting
o Bridal make-up – Nordic and romantic with
gentle colours that focuses on a flawless base

o Spectre makeup - basic rules for long and
short-sighted spectre wearers.
o Quick makeup - learn how to do apply
beautifull makeup in 5-10 minutes

and long durability
o Gala makeup - elegance, precision and glitter

o Trend makeup - fashion changes quickly,
and a make-up artist must keep up with the

o Ethnic makeups
o Instagram makeup – powerful makeup med
toned down in images

latest trends
o Smokey eye - makeup where blending is key

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

Historical Makeup

Advance Makeup Teori

Men and women have worn makeup for centuries, and as a makeup artist it is
important to be familiar with the history and be able to apply makeup from
different historical ages. You willresearch the history all the way from Ancient
Egypt, where we focus on Cleopatra’s makeup to the Renaissance makeup, the
Baroque and lastly the 20th century, where we will mostly focus on the
stunning film icons.
In this module, you will learn how to do beautiful historical make-ups such as:

In this module we will work with sketches and creativity to createdifferent
Face Charts and Face Paint.
We will do face painting for children, Classic Avant-garde makeup with
blocked brows/texture and liner art, camouflage and fake tattoos

Egyptian (from about 2000 BC)
The Renaissance (1300-1600 AD).
Baroque (1580-1750 AD)
Charleston (1920-30s)
Greta Garbo/ Marlene Dietrich
(1940s)
o Marilyn Monroe (1950s)
o
o
o
o
o

Brigitte Bardot (1960s)
Twiggy (1960s-70s)
Luxury punk (1970s)
Trend makeup through the
1980s - 1990s
o Millennium makeup (from
the year 2000 onwards)
o Kim Kardashian 10/20érne
o
o
o
o

In the second module, you will also learn how to make baroque wigs and bald
caps, in order to achieve the perfect Renaissance and Baroque look. You will
get a thorough insight into what it takes to do makeup for film and television,
where lights, distance and shadowing are major factors.

In Module 3, you will work with:

o o Camouflage technique for covering moles, scars, tattoos ect.
o Classic avant-garde makeup
o Avant-garde makeup with blocked brows/texture
o Avant-garde makeup with liner art
o Face Chart
o Fantasy makeup
o Science fiction makeup
o Face paintings - we’ll visit a kindergarten and do face painting on the children
o Fake Tattoos - using cream colours and techniques for long durability
o Airbrush work

MODULE 4

MODULE 6

Special Effects Makeup

Show & Theater makeup

In this module you will learn how to create the special effects used in film and
TV productions. We will teach you techniques to make the actors look battered
and you will be able to give them believable-looking bruises, wounds, burns,
gunshot wounds and much more.

This is the module where you will get to work with the most colourful and splendid
make-ups. Here you get to work with sketches and shadowing for body painting both
with and without airbrush. We will work with beautiful and fabulous Drag Makeup,
and play around with strong and colourful executions and techniques in Show
makeup.

You will learn to work with moulding wax, silicone, latex and theatre blood to
create true movie magic.
You will learn how to do real-looking herpes outbreaks, birthmarks, scars,
bruises, bites and scratch marks among many other SFX-works.
In this module you will learn how to construct a torn-off finger, a torn arm, a
sprained wrist, a broken nose and a split brow. You will be able to make the
actors look like they have frostbites, burns, shin wounds, cut-open arteries,
nails/glass shards/splinters in the skin, and skin abrasions.
When you have completed module 4, you are ready to work on the set of any film
or television production where a special-effects artist is needed.

Watch our SULT film with lots of special effects
http://youtu.be/vhKtJDYFq3g[/youtube

MODULE 5

Advance Spfx Makeup & Mask
production
In this module, we continue to work with special effects – this time focusing on
masks. Here we will dive into alginate mixtures, plaster, silicone, gelatine and latex,
creating the most fantastic and imaginative mask casts to use in film, theatre, and
television.
You’ll be taught by one of the industry’s greatest SFX artists and be shown how to
make plaster casts from scratch. You will be able to create whatever your
imagination tells you! But whether you want beautiful or scary looking, realism is
key. The result will be impressive and life-like masks like the ones that were used
in Lord of the Rings and Harry Potter.
In this module you will have the opportunity to let your creativity run completely
free. You will learn all the basic techniques and become skilled in making masks
and loose prosthetics.
o Mask production
o Casting of the face
o Prosthetics cast in silicone and gelatin, such
as raised boxer's eye and a crooked nose
o Latex chins, ears, horns, and noses.

o Mask painting of whole and individual
castings in drawing and airbrush for
sketching and shadow formations
o Body painting
o Work with airbrush

In theatre make-up, we will work with cream colours, highlighting and shadowing for
all kinds of looks. We will make horns, noses, chins, and beards for different
theatrical characters like Don Quixote, witches and trolls as well as offer you an
insight into the main characters of the Pantomime theatre.
The syllabus will give you a thorough description of all the characteristics of the
characters we will work with, so that you have a good insight into their characteristics
and backstory.
You will be introduced to:
o Classic Theatre makeup
o Halloween makeup looks
o Mephisto. (With nose and horns)
o Dracula
o Don Quixote (aging and putting on a beard)

o
o
o
o
o

Witch (with nose)
Geisha and Kabuki.
Bodypainting
Drag queens makeup
Show makeup

